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CLIFFORD MATRICES, CAUCHY KOWALEWSKI EXTENSIONS AND 

ANAL YUC FUNCTIONALS 

Jolm Ryan 

INTRODUCTION 

Om aim is to mst use classical, and Clifford, analysis to characterize the dual 

space of the space of analytic functions on the urut sphere in R"+l. Our characteriza

tion is given by an infinite set of vector spaces of functions defined on the complement 

of the sphere. Each space comprises of solutions to a fixed order iterate of the Eu

clidean Dirac operator, The mst of these representation spaces has previously been 

obtained by Sommen [13]. 

We then exarr.ri.rle the Cauchy-Kowalewski ex·tensions of me analytic functions 

on the unit sphere in more detail. We use Huygens principle to show that these exten

sions are determined by the holomorphic extensions of these functions within me com

plex sphere. This enables us to give a characterization of the space of analytic func

tionrus over the unit sphere, all the completion of a union of subspaces of Delomorphic 

functionals acting over a system of domains of holomorphy lying the complex sphere, 

and containing the sphere, These domains of holomorphy correspond to ones 

described by Morimoto in [8], 

CLIfFORD ANALYSIS REVISITED 

In this section we for completeness, iii. reintroouction to some basic results 

from Clifford analysis that we require here. 
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Suppose that h:U 2 ~ (l is a harmonic function, where U 2 is a domain in fl. 

Then, trivially, we have 

o 0 
OZ ozh(z)(= A2h(z» = 0, 

and the operators : and.1.. couple to give a linear decomposition of the two dimen-
oz Oz 

sional Laplacian~. We could like a similar decomposition for the Laplacian An+l 

over Rn+l, where n > 1. In this case we require first order, homogeneous operators Ox 

and ax such that oza, = An+l' This requirement is essentially the same as asking for 

R n+1 to be included in some algebra An such that for each x E R n'+- l we have 

x x=1 x 12, where x is also in Rn+l. Placing x = xoeo + xlel + -' .. + xnen and 

x = Xo eo - x 1 e 1 - ••• - Xn en we arrive at the anticommutation relationship 

e·e- + e·e· = - 2S··e I J J I IJ 0 

for 1 S; i J S; n. This anticommutation relationship over the elements e I' . . . , en 

gives the necessary information for generating the 2n dimensional, real, Clifford alge-

bra An with basis elements eo' el' ... , en' el e2' ... ,en-len' ... eh ... j, ... , el· .. n' 

where j,. < ... <j" and 1 S; r S; n. It should be noted that other algebras, includ

ing non-associative algebras like the octonion algebra 0 or 0 Ci> 0, also have ele

ments which satisfy (1). However, we shall stick to using the algebra An' In this 

context the generalized Cauchy-Riemann operator is aO + t ej aO (= ox), 
!Xo j=l !Xj 

DEFINITION: A function f : Un+1 ~ An ,with Un+1 a domain in R n+1, is 

called a left regular function (or monogenic junction) if 0xf (x) = 0 for all x E U. 

A similar definition may be given for right regular functions. 
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The study of left (or right) regular functions has been developed by a number 

of authors (eg [2,4,6,7,9,11,15]) and it is referred to as Clifford analysis. 

Examples (A) Suppose that h : UII+I -+ R is a hamwnic function. Then 

gradh(x) = d%h(z) = ~h(x) - t e. dh(x) 
dXo j=I J dXj 

is both a left and right regular function. As a particular example we have 

h(x) = H(x) = (n-1rl lx 1-11+1, then grad H(x) = G1(x) = xix 1-11 - 1• 

(Note that as each element x E R"+I \ (OJ 

x-1(=xlx 1-2), E R"+I \ (OJ, then G1(x) = X-I Ix 1-11+1). 

has an inverse 

(B) Suppose that UII is a domain lying in R", the subspace of R"+I spanned 

by the vectors eI.···' ell' Suppose also that g : UII -+ All is a real analytic func

tion (i.e. about each point in U the function g has an infinite Taylor expansion 

which converges uniformly to g). Then [2,6,7] there exists a domain UII,g ~ R"+l 

which contain U II' and the function 

f I,g : U 1I,g -+ All : f I,g (x) = (e -%.1~g (X") 

is a well defined left regular function, where Y=Xlel+'" + XII ell and 

~ II d 
dr = 1: ej -a . 

j=I 'Xj 

The function f g (x) is called the Cauchy-Kowalewski extension of g with respect to 

the Euclidean Dirac operator d% . It has previously been shown [2] that this extension 

is unique. 

It is important to note that if gland g 2 are real analytic functions defined on 

U II then it is not generally the case that UII,g1 = UII,gI' For example consider 
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gl(X) = 1+ Ix 12 and g2(x) = gl(Xrl • 

We also have the following generalizations of Cauchy's theorem and Cauchy's 

integral formula: 

TIIEOREM Suppose that ! : U'l+l -+ A" is a left regular junction, and 

o 
M ~ U is a compact, (n+l)- dimensional manifold with Xo EM. Then 

and 

J Dx !(x) = 0 
~ 

!(Xo) = _1_ J Gl(x-xo)Dx !(x) , 
0>" aM 

where Dx = 1: (_I)i ei dXi ' and 0>" is the surface area of the unit sphere in R u 1. • 
i=O 

Using formula (2) we may deduce the conformal invariance of the solution 

spaces to the generalized Cauchy Riemann operator introduced here. First we note 

that for each vector Xl E SrI we have from (1) that Xl R,,+lxl = Rul and 

IXI yxll = Iy I for each y E R"+l. By induction we have that for each 

Xl' ... ,xp E SrI then a R"+la = R,,+l and la y a I = Iy I for each y E R,,+l, 

where a =xp .. 'Xl and a = Xl ... xp. The group 

Spin(n) = {X E A" : X = x~ ... xp with xl'···' Xp E SrI and p { are non fixed 

positive integer} is a double covering group of the special orthogonal group SO(n+l), 

and it is isomorphic to the group Spin (n + 1) described in [10] and elsewhere. 

Suppose now that the function! is left regular with respect to the variable 

a X a then from (2) we have that the differential form Da X a ! (a X a) is closed. 

This gives us that the form a Dx a ! (a xii) is closed. Consequently the function 

a ! (a X a) is left regular with respect to the variable x. Similarly it may be 
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deduced that if f is left regular with respect to the variable x-I then 0(x)/(x-1) 

is left regular with respect to the variable x. As all: is a constant coefficient 

differential operator then its solution spaces remain invariant under translation and 

dilation. Consequently, the Euclidean Dimc operator's solution spaces remain invari

ant under actiOlns of the Mobius group in Rn+l u {-). In [1] Ahlfors shows that any 

Mobius trnnsform in Rn+l may be written in the form (ax+b )(cx+d)-l) where 

a ="1'" ilp1,b =b 1 ·" bpz'c =C1'" cpa,d =d1 ' "l1p4' with 

,hh' C); and e R!'i+l and l!'.ik ~Pk ,k E (l,2,3,4) , and 

ac , Cd ,db ,ba E R,,+l 
_ a b 

and ad - be E R \ {O}, The set of matrices (c d) 

slI!tisfying the previous conditions fOlrm Ii group AV(R n+1) and the quotient grOlUP 

AV(R n+1)1R+ is a four fOlld covering group Olf the grOlUP of Mobius transfOlrms in 

R,,+l u {_} when n is odd, and it is a two fold covering otherwise. In [11] we 

show that: 

THEOREM Suppose that f «ax+b )(cx+d)-l) is a left regular function with respect 

go the variable «ax+b )(cx+dr1), then the fim,cti(m J l(cx+d)1 «ax+b )(cx+drl) is 

left with respectEo the variable x , where J 1 (ex +d) := (d +d ) I cx +d ) IlH 1. III 

This result is in complete analogy with the qllatemionic result deduced by Sud

beI)' in [15], and for !:he Minkowskian Dirac operator (see for example [5]), 

A'IL (cn+d)(cI'H.a) "" R~·, 'wiheI\'C '" .e' "" (o-l)+e, '" (!!, 
J+ J+ h' 

vY~hen 

defined, (cx+d) is mvertible in An. Using the map (x-eo)(x+eo)-l, and 

(x+eo)(x~eorl, it now follows [11] that each analytic function g : S" --'J> An has a 

Cauchy-Kowalewski extension to a left regular function fg : Vg --+ A,., where Vg 

is some neighborhood of Sf!. This extension has previously been deduced by Som

men 11 j I Ilsing different techniqlJles. 

We denote the space of valued :analytic functions 011 the sphere by 
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A (SI'!, An) and we denote the space of functionals T ,Q : A (S" • An) -+ An such that 

(i) T (g (xo)+h (xo)a) = T (g (xo) + T (II (x" »)a where g (xo)h (xo ) E A (sn ,A,.) and 

a E An. 

(if ) IT (g (xo ) I S; Cy sup I g (xo ) i 
XE,)i!il 

for some Cr E R+ 

(iii) (bT +Q)(g (x,,)) = b (T)(g (x,,» + Q (g (xo» , where bEAn ' 

by A '(Sf! • An). This space is the dual space of A (sn , A·n). 

THEOREM Suppose that TeA '(S", A,,) and g E A (sn , An)' Then 

T(g(xo»)=T [_1_ f - f G1(x-x,;,)Dx /g(x)]=_l_ J T(G 1(x-xo»)Dx Ig(x) 
OOn 59/,(1) SffI-jg) 000 SII,!&) 

f T(G l(X-x,,))Dxfg (x) • 
00f! Silts) 

where Ig(x) is the Cauchy Kowalewski extension of 

g ,SR,(g) is the sphere 01 radius R j (g»l and SRi,g) is the sphere of radius 

R'}. <: 1. Moreover, SR1(g) , SR 2(g)!:: Ug' 

COROLLARY TG 1(x-xo) is a right regular function defined on 

Rn+l\sn. Moreover, limTG1(x-xo ) =0 and lim Ix IkTG1(x-xo ) =0 x--+oo> x __ 

for k E (O,n). til 

We denote the left module of right regular functions 1 defined 011 

Uollier ::: (xeR,,+l: Ix I:> I}, and such that lim Ix II:/(x) =0 for ke[O,n), by 
x....-

M IOllier (A,,). We denote tile left module for right regular functions 1 defined on 

the interior of the unit disc by M linne, (A,,). 
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THEOREM The left module A '(S,p All» is isomorphic to fhe 

M looter (All» 0 M liMo (An)' 

left module 

ii!i! 

o 1 
Using the Clifford matrix (1 cV IE AV(R,,+l) we have, on endowing 

M loMler (An) and M H""",. (An) with the Frechet topology obtained by taking 

supremums over nested sequences of compact subsets of the open disc, and the com

plement of its closure on R IH 1, 

THEOREM I 
The left An - Frechet modules M lower (An) and M liMer (An) 

are topologically isomorphic. 
III 

THE MODU1~E 11 We staxted by considering harmonic functions. We 

shaH now briefly return to this theme. All of the results described in the previous sec

tion generalize to t.ills First suppose that g : Un --'iA" is ID1 analytic function. 

'Ibefl the ftln{:tion 

"" : U:.& ~ (x) :::: 1: -' .. -'~ .. JI.";; 

n",ij 

is well defined on some domain U:.!1' of R,,+l, containing , and it is a hrurmonic 

function. The function f 2.0 is a Cauchy Kowalewski extension of g with respect to 

the Laplacian in . However, it is not the only Cauchy Kowalewski extension of 

g wim respect to me Laplacian in R"+l. The function ~ f L,f + 2 defined on 

U".3 n is abo a CaiJJchy~Kowruewski extension of g wi.th respect to the Lapla~ 

cian 011 R n+ 1. 

Also, if the function Ii is harmonic with respect to the variable (/U+v)(cx+dr1 

then the function J ,,((cx+d)h «ax+b )(cx+dr') is harmonic with respect to the vari-

1 ~l 
able 1'1, where J 2(cx+d) "" Icx+d I-IHI. Using the Clifford matrices (1 1) and 
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1 1 
(1 -1) we now have that each g (x) E A (51'1, Ali!) has infinitely many Cauchy 

Kowalewski extensions to harmonic functions h $ : U; -t An where U; is a domain 

in Rfi+l, 

Following [12] we now have: 

THEOREM (i) Suppose that f: UIi+1 -t is a left regular function. Then 

I x ,2p f (x) is annihilated by the operator I1C + 1 fJ,. where p e IV. 

(U) Suppose that 11,: Un+1 ~ An is a harmonic function. Then 

I x 12p h (x) is annihilated by the operator I1C + l' E 

As, by definition, Ix I = 1 on the unit sphere we now have: 

COROLLARY Suppose that g(x) E A (S"', An) then there is a domain 0, in 

R n+l which g has fJ Cauchy Kowalewski extension I q.g' where 

q e {l,"', p, ... }, and fq,g is a,mihilated by the operator 

113.a if q is even, and by 11['1 12
1 ] d 

n+ n otherwise. II 

We also have [12] the Cauchy integral formulae: 

THEOREM Suppose that I: U,,+I ~ A" satisfies the equation 113+1d,,/(x):::: 0, 

then for each compact, real, (n + 1) - dimensional manilold M lying in U, 

o 
and each Xo E M we have 

1 .. 
/ (xo )=- J I:, A 2k+lG 2k+I(X-xo )Dn I12+Ii (X)AI(k ,q)+A u+2.G 2Kdx -xo )Dxl1:+1d;,,! (x)"-2(k,q), 

W"oMk=O 

where AI::::: 1 ,A2k+l ,AU+2 E R ,a.,. A2k+lG2k+l(X)::::: A 2k G 2k (x), 

axA2k+2G2K+2(X)=A2k+1G2k+l(x),Aj(k,q)::::! if k::;;q and is equal Cazero 
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otherwise, and ,q)::::: 1 if k ~ '1-1 and is equal to zero otherwise. 

If I (x) satisfies the equation ll:t+lf (x) :::: 0, fhen 

1 ... 
f(xo )=- J EA 2k+1G2I:+l(X-xo )Dxll!+d(x)lll(k,q) 

roo aM k=1) 
- k 

+A 2I:+2G 2K +2(;t -xo )Dx lll'l+ ldxl (x )Ill (k ,q), 

where III (k ,'1) :::: 1 for k ~ q -2 and is equal to zero otherwise. 

Explicitly we have in the above integral formulae that 

(i) when " is even (x)::::: G )(xx;U-1lxlf-[.!fl 

ill 

'~1 [,1] 
(ii) when n is odd Gj(x)::;; G1(x)(x-j) rL?-]x 2 for js {t" . " n} 

Iilld Gj(x) :: P (1'1 )(9j +log Ix I) for j :?! n+h where ajEI? :and 

[l.:::!!.] [l-,,+I_l.:::!!.] 
Pj(;t) := (xx; 2 x 1. :2 

Combining this theorem with Lile previous coronary and evaluating the Cauchy 

integral over SJI,(g) U SRi:) we obtain: 

THEOREM Suppose thilt T E ) and g EO A (S", Am). Then 

. 1 co 

T(q,'li:o))=~ f LA2I<+ir(G2k+I(,J[~Xo 
lID • 

ll!+lf q.g (x )~l(k,q) 
1'1 s. , .. k=O 

+A2I:+2T 
- k 

»Dx 1i",+ld71 q.g (x )A,.(k ,q) 

1 • - • j l:A 2I<+1T(G U+I(X-X" )Dx ll;+d q.g (x )Aj(k,q) 
ro 

It S~lVJ) k=O 
- II; ~ 

+A U +2T(G 2K.;.2(X-X,,»)Dxll"';'Ii:),.J 4l,fJ (x)~(k ,q) 

if q is odd, and it is equal to 
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~ J I;A2k+1T(GZk+l(X-Xo)Dx A;+t!q,g (x)1l1(k ,q) 
" S~l($) k=IJ 

+A2k+2T(G 2K+2(X -Xo )i5x A:+1 d,./ q.g (X )Ill (k ,q) 

1 f l:A2k+lT(G2k+l(X-Xo))DxA!+lfq,g(X)f.!l(k,q) 
ro n SR 21$1t-=IJ 

- k ' 
+A 2k+ZT(G2K+2(x-xo)Dx A,,+ld,,/q,g vx ,q) 

III 

COROLLARY TG q (x -xo) is 11 well defined analytic junction on 

R,,+l \ Sf! and when q=2p we have that 

NTGq(x-xo) = 0, and when q::;:; ap+l we have t.'iult Apd"TGq(x-xo) == O. 

Moreover, when n is even lim Ix I!;,TGqCx-xo ) = 0 for qe {t, ... ,1'I} 
r.....,.." 

and kqE [O,n+l-q) and lim Ix Ik-rGq(x-xo) :;:;:: 0 for q > n x __ and kqE (q-n-l,+-). 

When'ln is odd limlxlk<Gq(x-xo)=O for qe(1, .. ,n} and e[O,n+l-q) III. x ___ 

When n is even we denote the left A" module of functions f (x) defined on 

UOMJU ' satisfying J\~+ldxf(x)::.': 0, and with lim Ix 1il: 2 f(x):dJ for qE {l, ... ,n} 
x....,.." 

and kq E[O,n+l-q), or with lim Ix I x ___ (x):dJ for q>n and kqE(q-n-l,+=). 

M 2i + l,oMJer (A,,), where q =21 + 1. From the above corollary a similar definition may 

be given for M 'l1.oMJer (An)' 

We denote the left A" module of functions f (x) defined on the interior of the 

unit disc, and satisfying A~+laxf (x):dJ by M 21+1 ,inner (An), and the left module 

of functions defined on the interior of the unit disc, and satisfying A~+lf <-X):dJ by 
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M 21 ,imocr (An ). 

We now have: 

lHEOREM When n is even 

Mkpmer(An) 1# Mt,iwl.er(A/a) projects onto the left 

An module A'(S,'I' An) for k=1,2,'" 

the left Am mooule 

!II 

From [12] we have that if f (x-I) satisfies the equation A~+d (x-1)=o with 

respect to the vmable then x(njl-l0 1(x)f(x)-1 is annihilated by the operator A~+l' 

with respect to the variable x, and if f (X-I) satisfies the equation A~+ldx-1 f (x-I)=O 

then A~ + 1 ax (xx--i G (x-1)=o. 

From this and the previous theorem we have: 

THEOREM When n is ewen the left Alit module Mk;oole,(An) is cOll/onnally iso-

morphic to the left module Mkoiwl.er (A,,), for k=1,2' ... 1;1 

taking the supremum of each / (x over IS suitable nested 

sequence of compact sets, on UOlo!f€ru(-) we may deduce: 

THEOREM When jig is even the left An module Mk,owe,(A,.) is fopologi-

eaUy wtht /lu, module MI; ,ii'lYhlr via the conformal iso-

morphism,for ke n ... , , I'i). .I!il 

By taking the supremum of ix l-tlf(x), for f(x)eMq,ollJep(A,.), over the 

same sequence of compact sets, and tiling the supremum IOf g(x)eMq,im.er(A,,) we 

have induced Fxfchet topologies on these modules for q~I'I+L 

THEOREM When 1'1 is even and q~fI+l fhe A" Frechct module Mll,pwtZ,(A".) 
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is topologically isomorphic to the left An Frlcher module Mt .iMcr (A,,) via the con

jOrm£Ji isomorphism. 

'When n is odd we denote the left An mooule of functions, f (x), defined on 

Uollten satisfying ~+lanf(x)=O, with lim Ix i~f(x)=O for qe{1,"', n} and 
x-¥<> 

kq e[O,n+l-q), by M 21 +1,OIltD'(An ), where 21+1=q. A similar definition may be 

given for M 21 ,owey(An), with 2/e {l, ... ,n}. 

From the previous arguments we now have: 

lHEOREM Suppose that n is odd and tha!the It; E (1, ... , It) then the left An 

module Mk,owep(An)@ Mk,iMu(AIIJ projects onto the left An module A'(S'\A ... ). 

Moreover, Mk,D1Il1iW (An) is ccm/ormally isomorphic gO Mk,inM' (An) and this isomor

phism is a topological isomorphism with respect to the Frlchet wp%gies. 
I 

Ii 

When YO and k are odd and Ie ~n + 1 we denote the left module of fUllc-

tions, f defined on U (,)fd8e satisfying tJ.JW1dzf (x)=o and with 

(x)eMk,OII8U(A,.), by Mk,oote,(A IIl ). A si.milar definition 

Mt,olltey(An ) when n is odd and It; is even, whh k2:n+1. 

be given for 

When n is odd and k~n+l it is no longer the case that Mk,imley(A,,) is COll-

formally 

loglx-ll 

isomorphic' to MII;,QitI<!r (l\n). For example, the function 

). Moreover, as MiNl(!F' is contractable to Ii point the holo-

morphic continuations of each member of M;;,ilto"l£y(A,J to the L i.e. bail lying 111 C",+I 

are unique. Consequently, the holomorphic continuations of the conformal image of 

each element of Mk,inn£r (A,,) under inversions, is uniquely defined in a domain i.n 

C"'+l. However, log lx-II does noi have a unique holomorphic continuation to this 
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domain. 

However, it is straightforward to see: that 

THEOREM Suppose that n is odd, then the left 

An module Mk,omer(An ) Q'j Mt,iMer(An ) projects onto the left An module 

A'(sn, A,,). II 

Putting together the previous results we obtain the following infinite sequence 

of An left modules which project onto A' (SI'! • An): 

~ ~ 

~ M 21 -+2,omeY (An) @ M 21 -+ l,iMu (All!) --'1M 2i ,omeY @ M 2i ,iWl£r (An )~ 

~ t 
A'(SI'I, AI'!) A '(SF! , An) . 

In this last part we replace the modules An(C) modules, where A,,(C) 

is the complex Clifford algebra over 

By replacing the Cayley transform (1~x)(x+l)-l by (l-z)(z+1)-l where 

ze(/n+l \ {ze~l'!+l : (z+1)(Z+l)::::: O), and by replacing the transfonn (x+l)(x-l)-l 

by (z+l)(z-l)-l we may now easily extend oW' previous arguments to obtain the fol-

!owing gel1erZilization efa re!!:1Il1t 8ippe~nng Jin [11]: 

THEOREM For U' a domain in the complex 

n- dimensional manifold S2 "" [z : u= n, and f: U'~An«(l) OJ holomorphic 

function there exists Il domain U; ~ qn+l with U' &: U; and Cauchy-Kowalewski 

extensionsJt: U;~AI'i«(J) such that llJ..n+ldZ!2i+l(Z)=0 and 

I'i a2 _ I'! a 
(z) = 0 , where ~,n+l:::: :E~':l ~ and dx :::: r, {;j ~ 

j=f)iJiZj2 j=O dZj 
11 
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If we now take an element aeA (S", All) then this element may be extended 

to some holomorpbic function a defined over a domain of holomorphy U a lying in 

the complex sphere S;. 

Suppose now that xeR"+1 \ {OJ then we denote the real, n-dimensional space 

orthogonal to x by R;.l' and we denote the hyperbolic sphere {yeAr+iR;.l : yY=l 

and 'A.eR} by S;. For xeS" and leR \ {-1,0,1} the set N(Ax) n S; is the 

(n -1)- dimensional sphere { (1;~ 2) X + i (1;~ 2) CI) : x 0)t(JlX =0 and CI)E S II } 

where N(Ar) = {zet"+l : (z-Ax)(z-Xi) = OJ. 

Using the Huygens principle described for the wave equation by Garabedian in 

(3, Chapter 6] and for the Dirac equation in by Soucek in [14] we now have from the 

previous theorem: 

THEOREM Suppose that n is odd and aeA(S",A") then AreU~ lor xeS" and 

~ER \ (-1.0.1) (,' {(1;~') x + i (1;~') co "liiH>lX=O and OlEs·1 S:U.. • 

Using the integral formulae described for the wave equation in odd dimensions 

in [3, Chapter 6] we also have: 

THEOREM Suppose that n is even and a e A (S" , All)' Suppose also that lor n e 5" 

and le (-l,O,l) we have that 

{(1~') x + i 0;'> co " ....... =0 and wes.} < U. and this set is the boun</Qry 

0/ a real n dimensional manifold lying in S;. Then le U;. • 
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Suppose now iliat U' is Ii domain of holomorphy lying i.n ilie complex sphere 

and. O(U', A,,(q») denotes the right module of A,,(a') valued holomorphic functions 

defined over U'. Then O'(U', An(a'» denotes its right (a') dual module. 

From the previous results we now have: 

THEOREM Suppose that TeA' (S 1'1 • A",) and S" s;: O. Suppose that 

(TO 1(x-xo»)eM1,o..ter (A,,) and T0 1(x-xo )eM 1•i""",(AI'I) have holomorphic exten

sions to U'. Then for each feO(U', An(4"» we have 

T(j) = _1_ J TO I('E-7..o )D 'l. f l(Z) - _1_ I TO l(z-zo)D z f l(z) , 
m 00 

11 EI(SRI(~)} " 9(S/JI;j®») 

where SeO(CI'I+l) == {(ajj) : lS;l,j~+l ,(J,ijeC and (ajj )(Gij l = (aij)}' 

1'4 • 

R1(e)E(l,+-), R 2(e)e(O,l), D'll.:: I.ej(-lYdzj II1ld O(SRI(@»' e(SR2{@)l k 
j~ 

The set of all elements in A'(S". An) which satisfy the conditions given in the 

previous theorem is Ii proper sllbmodule of A,'(sn., An). We denote iliis sllbmodule by 

A~'(SI'I, ). 

Suppose that TeA'(S", An) and either T(O l(x-x,,»eM 1.o..ter(An ) or 

T (0 1 (x -x,,)e M 1,iI'IMr (An) cannot be analytically continued onto S". The set of aU 

such functionals is Il\ proper submodule of A'(SI'I, AlII ), II1ld is denoted by 

A~ngwlU(sn , 

Trivially we have the following characterization of A ): 

PROPOSITION Suppose that (U~) is a system of domains holomorp/iy lying in 

5c with uU~=Sc (Jnd (')U~=SI&, and d(U~,)fi,U~, for ml<r1'12' Then 
l 1 •• 

A'(5" , )= uA~(S",Al'I)UA~nguliu(5",A,,), 
meZ 
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